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About this manual 
 
This manual provides a description of the most important enhancements in EPV for DB2 Version 
12. 
 
Changes 
 
Technical changes or additions to the text are indicated by a vertical line to the left of the change.  
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1. Major Enhancements 
 
EPV for DB2 V12 includes the following major enhancements:  
 

• accelerator (IDAA) activity; 
• accelerator (IDAA) modeling support; 
• DB2 V11  support. 

 

1.1. IDAA activity 
 
EPV provides all the information needed to analyze IDAA activity. 
Specific views allow to analyze both each IDAA machine and the contribution of each DB2 
subsystem. 
In the workload views the number of waits, the total wait time and the average wait time for  
accelerator requests are provided for both plans and packages. They are also taken into account 
when calculating the %NOT ACCOUNTED metric.  
 
 
1.2. IDAA modeling support 
 
EPV collects accounting information about IDAA eligible CPU and elapsed time when they are 
produced by setting to YES the ACCELMODEL DSNZPARM parameter. 
New views allow to analyze the total amount of CPU and elapsed time which could be offloaded to 
the IDAA and drill down from each DB2 sharing group, to the specific DB2 subsystem up to the 
top plans. 
Additional views provide an estimate of the MSUs which could be saved, thanks to the IDAA, in 
the 4-hour rolling average monthly peak; it’s also possible to drill down to daily and hourly 
information. 
 
 
1.3. DB2 V11 support 
 
Many views have been modified or added to include new information provided by DB2 V11. 
Most important of them refer to: 

• RID processing overflow; 
• Workfile usage details; 
• GBP changed pages; 
• GBP write-around; 
• Autonomous procedures. 
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2. Usability enhancements 
 
The following major usability enhancements are provided in this version: 
 

• enhanced Split & Compare;  
• enhanced Export to Excel; 
• switch DB2 subsystem. 

 
2.1. Enhanced Split & Compare 
 
The Split & Compare function has been enhanced to allow comparing the current day with any 
other day by using the calendar. 
 
The following new icons substitute the ones used in V11:  

 split the screen and by default compare with the previous day; 

 split the screen and by default compare with the next day. 
 
 
2.2. Enhanced Export to Excel 
 
An enhanced version of the Export to Excel function is delivered with this product version. 
It provides the following benefits: 

• FireFox and Google Chrome support; in the previous versions of this function IE Tab should 
be installed to make the function work with these browsers; 

• no need to enable Active-X; for security reasons some companies don’t allow to use Active-
X so they couldn’t use this function. 

 
Depending on browser and security settings EPV will automatically choose the technique to use1

 

 
(with Active-X or without Active-X). 

 
2.3. Switch DB2 subsystem 

 
When analysing specific views, the new Switch DB2 subsystem function allows you  to switch the 
focus to another DB2 immediately, avoiding the need to navigate back and forth. 
 
The new                       icon appears in the view header. 
 
You have just to click it and input the system and DB2 subsystem id you want to switch to.  
 

                                                 
1 At the moment Internet Explorer doesn’t support the technology used to implement the Export to Excel function not 
using Active-X. We expect Microsoft will do it in the near future. 
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3. New Views 
 
Many views have been modified and many others have been added to the product.  
 
The following table reports the list of the new views together with a short description. 
 

COMPONENT VIEW DESCRIPTION 

RESOURCES REAL STORAGE Total real storage used by DB2 
subsystems 

RESOURCES DB2ID REAL STORAGE Real storage used by each DB2 subsystem 
split by usage type 

RESOURCES ENGINES ACTIVITY Engines used by type and DB2 subsystem 
RESOURCES RID LIST FAILURES Total RID list failures by DB2 subsystem 

RESOURCES DB2ID RID LIST ACTIVITY RID list activity and failures on each DB2 
subsystem 

RESOURCES ACCEL UTILIZATION Total CPU and disk utilization by 
accelerator (IDAA)   

RESOURCES ACCELID CPU UTILIZATION CPU utilization on each accelerator 
(IDAA) by DB2 subsystem   

RESOURCES ACCELID DISK UTILIZATION Disk utilization on each accelerator 
(IDAA) by DB2 subsystem   

RESOURCES ACCELID REQUESTS Requests to each accelerator (IDAA) by 
DB2 subsystem   

RESOURCES ACCELID PERFORMANCE Performance of each accelerator (IDAA) 
by DB2 subsystem   

RESOURCES ACCELID THROUGHPUT throughput of each accelerator (IDAA) by 
DB2 subsystem   

RESOURCES ACCELID REPLICATION Replication activity on each accelerator 
(IDAA) by DB2 subsystem   

RESOURCES ACCEL ACTIVITY Total query activity by accelerator 
(IDAA)   

BP/GBP POOLS GBP CASTOUT RATE Total Group Buffer Pool castout rate by 
DB2 subsystem 

BP/GBP POOLS DB2ID GBP WRITE ACTIVITY Write activity on each DB2 subsystem by 
Group Buffer Pool 

WORKLOADS TOTAL ACCEL ELIGIBLE CPU CPU time which is eligible to the 
accelerator (IDAA) by sharing group 

WORKLOADS SHARING GROUP ACCEL ELIGIBLE CPU 
CPU time which is eligible to the 
accelerator (IDAA) on each sharing group 
by DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOADS DB2ID TOP ACCEL ELIGIBLE CPU PLAN 
CPU time which is eligible to the 
accelerator (IDAA) on each DB2 
subsystem by top plan 

WORKLOADS TOTAL ACCEL ELIGIBLE ELAPSED Elapsed time which is eligible to the 
accelerator (IDAA) by sharing group 

WORKLOADS SHARING GROUP ACCEL ELIGIBLE 
ELAPSED 

Elapsed time which is eligible to the 
accelerator (IDAA) on each sharing group 
by DB2 subsystem 
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WORKLOADS DB2ID TOP ACCEL ELIGIBLE ELAPSED 
PLAN 

Elapsed time which is eligible to the 
accelerator (IDAA) on each DB2 
subsystem by top plan 

RESOURCES DAILY TRENDS REAL STORAGE Daily trends of real storage usage by DB2 
subsystem 

RESOURCES DAILY TRENDS DB2ID REAL STORAGE Daily and hourly profile of real storage 
used by each DB2 subsystem 

EDM POOLS DAILY TRENDS GLOBAL DYN CACHE HIT Daily trends of global dynamic statement 
cache usage by DB2 subsystem 

EDM POOLS DAILY TRENDS DB2ID GLOBAL DYN CACHE HIT 
Daily and hourly profile of global 
dynamic statement cache used by each 
DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOADS DAILY TRENDS TOTAL COMMITS Daily trends of the number of commits by 
DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOADS DAILY TRENDS CONNECTION COMMITS Daily trends of the number of commits by 
connection type on each DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOADS DAILY TRENDS DB2ID CONNECTIONTYPE COMMITS 
Daily and hourly profile of the number of 
commits by connection type on each DB2 
subsystem 

WORKLOADS DAILY TRENDS TOTAL ROLLBACKS Daily trends of the number of rollbacks by 
DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOADS DAILY TRENDS CONNECTION ROLLBACKS Daily trends of the number of rollbacks by 
connection type on each DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOADS DAILY TRENDS DB2ID CONNECTIONTYPE ROLLBACKS 
Daily and hourly profile of the number of 
rollbacks by connection type on each DB2 
subsystem 

RESOURCES WEEKLY TRENDS REAL STORAGE Weekly trends of real storage usage by 
DB2 subsystem 

EDM POOLS WEEKLY TRENDS GLOBAL DYN CACHE HIT Weekly trends of global dynamic 
statement cache usage by DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOAD WEEKLY TRENDS TOTAL COMMITS Weekly trends of the number of commits 
by DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOAD WEEKLY TRENDS DB2ID CONNECTION COMMITS 
Weekly trends of the number of commits 
by connection type on each DB2 
subsystem 

WORKLOAD WEEKLY TRENDS TOTAL ROLLBACKS Weekly trends of the number of rollbacks 
by DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOAD WEEKLY TRENDS DB2ID CONNECTION ROLLBACKS 
Weekly trends of the number of rollbacks 
by connection type on each DB2 
subsystem 

RESOURCES MONTHLY TRENDS REAL STORAGE Monthly trends of real storage usage by 
DB2 subsystem 

EDM POOLS MONTHLY TRENDS GLOBAL DYN CACHE HIT Monthly trends of global dynamic 
statement cache usage by DB2 subsystem 

WORKLOAD MONTHLY TRENDS WLC WITH IDAA MONTHLY MSU 
Estimate of the MSUs which could be 
saved thanks to the accelerator (IDAA) in 
the 4-hour rolling average monthly peak  

WORKLOAD MONTHLY TRENDS WLC WITH IDAA DAILY MSU 
Estimate of the MSUs which could be 
saved thanks to the accelerator (IDAA) in 
the 4-hour rolling average daily peak  
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WORKLOAD MONTHLY TRENDS WLC WITH IDAA HOURLY MSU 
Estimate of the MSUs which could be 
saved thanks to the accelerator (IDAA) in 
the 4-hour rolling average hourly peak  

REPORTS ACCELERATOR SUMMARY Accelerator (IDAA) activity by plan in the 
Long Summary report 

REPORTS ACCELERATOR DETAIL Accelerator (IDAA) activity by plan in the 
Long Detail report 

 
Legend: 
DB2ID means DB2 subsystem id 
BP means Buffer Pool 
GBP means Group Buffer Pool 
An italic word in the view name means that a specific view is produced for each instance of the object written in italics.  
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4. Customer support 
 
For any technical problems or questions about EPV for DB2 please email: 
 
epv.support@epvtech.com 
 
For any other issue about EPV for DB2 please email: 
 
epv.info@epvtech.com 

mailto:epv.support@epvtech.com�
mailto:epv.info@epvtech.com�
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Related documentation 
 

The following manuals complement the information provided in this manual: 

• EPV for DB2 V12 Installation and Customization Guide 

• EPV for DB2 Plus V12 Installation and Customization Guide 

• EPV for DB2 V12 List of Views 

• EPV for DB2 V12 Database Layout 

• EPV for DB2 V12 Preparing Input for a Demo 

• EPV V12 User Interface 
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